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Key Features
You can offer the product samples to your clients. Just create the sample for each
product  you need to and offer  it  to  the client.  When a customer buys a  product
sample he can be sure of product quality and it definitely improves your business.
The extension Product Samples allows your customers to order sample products. The
extension places a special button on the product page. When a customer clicks it, he
adds a product sample to his shopping cart and makes regular order. In the shopping
cart, such product will be marked as a sample product. Also, an admin can set the
price for each sample product and specify the maximum amount of sample products
that are allowed per one order. 

Any price for the sample product
An admin can set up any price for the sample product even for free.

Max Samples
You can restrict the maximum amount of samples per one order.

Manage Sample Products
Managing  the  sample  products  is  the  same  from  the  admin  panel  as  the  other

regular products.

Easy to assign sample products
It’s  easy to assign sample products.  All  an admin need to do is to go to product

settings and enable the sample option for this product, specify the price and weight if

it’s necessary. That’s all, the product sample will be shown on the product page.
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Configuration

• Enabled – to enable the extension select “Yes”.

• Max Samples – specify the maximum samples per one order.
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Product Samples 

To add a product sample go to  Product Settings > fill up necessary fields > click
“Save”.
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The product sample on frontend. A customer should click the button “Order as a
Sample” and the product sample will be added to the shopping cart.
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The product sample in the shopping cart.
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